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Abstract:  In this paper we introduce and study the notions minimal ],[   -preclosed sets and maximal ],[  
-preopen sets in a topological space ),( X . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Generalized open sets play a very important role in 
General Topology and they are now the research 
topics of many topologists worldwide. Indeed a 
significant theme in General Topology and Real 
analysis concerns the various modified forms of 
continuity, separation axioms etc.by utilizing 
generalized open sets. Kasahara [1] defined the 
concept of an operation on topological spaces. Maki 
and Noiri [3] introduced the notions of ],[   , which 
is the collection of all ],[   -open sets in a 
topological space. In this paper we introduce and 
study the notions ),( X  minimal ],[   -preclosed 
sets and maximal ],[   -preopen sets in a topological 
space ),( X . 

2. PREILIMINARIES 

The closure and interior of a subset A of ),( X are 

denoted by Cl(A) and Int(A), respectively. 

Definition 2.1 

[1] Let ),( X  
be a topological space. An operation γ 

on the topology τ is function from τ on to power set 

Ƥ(X) of X such that 
VV   for each V ,where 

V  denotes the value of τ at V. It is denoted by 

 :  Ƥ(X). 

Definition 2.2 

[3] A topological space ),( X equipped with two 

operations namely   and  defined on τ is called a 

bioperation-topological space and it is denoted by 

),,,(  X .  

Definition 2.3 

A subset A of a topological space ),( X  is said to be 

],[   -open set is [3] if for each Ax  there exist 

open neighbourhoods U and V of x such that 

AVU 
  . The complement of a ],[   -open 

set is called a ],[   -closed set. Also ],[    denotes 

set of all ],[   -open sets in ),( X . 

 Definition 2.4 

[3] For a subset A of ),( X , ],[   -Cl(A) 

denotes the intersection of all ],[   -closed sets 

containing A, that is 

}.\,:{)( ],[],[     FXFAFACl 

 

Definition 2.5 

Let A be any subset of X. The ],[   -Int(A) is 

defined as UUAInt :{)(],[   is a 

],[   -open set and }AU   

 Definition 2.6 

A subset A of a topological space ),( X is said 

to be ],[   -preopen [2] if  

)).(( ],[],[ AClIntA      

3. MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL SETS VIA 

BIOPERATION-SEMIOPEN SETS 

In this section, we introduce and study minimal 

],[   -preclosed sets and maximal ],[   -preopen 

sets in a bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X . 

Definition 3.1 

A proper nonempty ],[   -preclosed subset F of a 

bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X  

is said to be a minimal ],[   -preclosed set  if any 

],[   -preclosed set  contained in F is   or F.           

Definition 3.2 

A proper nonempty ],[   -preopen U of a 

bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X  
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is said to be a maximal ],[   -preopen set  if any 

],[   -preopen set  containing U is either X or U.           

                         

                   The following theorem shows the relation 

between minimal ],[   -preclosed sets and maximal

],[   -preopen sets 

 

Theorem 3.3. A proper nonempty subset U of a 

bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X is a 

maximal ],[   -preopen if and only if UX \  is 

minimal ],[   - preclosed. 

 

Proof. Let U be a maximal ],[   -preopen set. 

Suppose UX \   is not minimal ],[   -preclosed 

set. Then there exists a ],[   -preclosed set 

UXV \  such that UXV \ . That is 

UXU \  and VX \  is a ],[   -preopen set, 

which is a contradiction for U is a minimal ],[   -

preclosed set. Conversely, let X\U be a minimal 

],[   -preclosed set. Suppose U is not a maximal 

],[   -preopen set. Then there exists a ],[   -

preopen set UE   such that XEU  . That is 

UXEX \\   and EX \  is a ],[   -

preclosed set, which is a contradiction for X\U is a 

minimal ],[   -preclosed set. Therefore, U is a 

maximal ],[   -preclosed set. 

 

Lemma 3.4.  For the subsets U and V be any two 

subsets of a bioperation-topological space

),,,(  X
,
 we have the following: 

(1) If U is minimal ],[   -preclosed and V a 

],[   -preclosed set, then VU  or

VU  . 

(2) If U and V are minimal ],[   -preclosed 

sets, then VU  or VU  . 

 

Proof.  (1). If VU   , then there is nothing to 

prove. If VU  , then UVU  . Since U is 

a minimal ],[   -preclosed set,  UVU  . 

Hence VU  . 

(2). If VU   , then VU  and UV  by (1). 

Hence VU  . 

 □ 

Theorem 3.5. Let U be a minimal ],[   -preclosed 

subset of a bioperation-topological space 

),,,(  X . If Ux  ,then WU   for some 

],[   -preclosed set W containing x. 

 

Proof. Let Ux  and W be a ],[   -preclosed set 

such that Gx . Then WU  . By Lemma 

3.4(1), WU  . 

 

Theorem 3.6. Let U be a minimal ],[   -preclosed 

subset of a bioperation-topological space 

),,,(  X , Then 

)},(],[:{ xXSCWWU   . 

Proof. By Theorem 3.5 and U is a ],[   -

preclosed set containing x, we have

)},(],[:{ xXSCWWU   . Next let, 

)},(],[:{ xXSCWWx    .This 

imples that  , Wx for all ],[   -preclosed set 

W. As U is ],[   -preclosed, Ux ; hence      

UxXSCWW  )},(],[:{  . 

Theorem 3.7. Let U be a nonempty ],[   -preclosed 

subset of a bioperation-topological space 

),,,(  X  . Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

(1) U is a minimal ],[   -preclosed set. 

(2) )(],[ SpClU   for any nonempty 

subset S of U. 

(3) )(],[)(],[ SpClUpCl   for 

any nonempty subset S of U. 

 Proof. :)2()1(  Let  Ux  ; U be a minimal  

],[   -preclosed set and US  )(  . By Theorem 

3.5, for any ],[   -preclosed set W containing x,

WUS   gives WS  . Now 

WSUSS   . Since   WSS , . 

Since W is any ],[   -preclosed set containing x, by 

Theorem 3.5, ).(],[ SpClx    That is, 

).(],[ SpClxUx    Hence 

)(],[ SpClU    for any nonempty subset S of 

U. 

:)3()2(  Let S be a nonempty subset of U. Then 

).(],[)(],[ UpClSpCl     By (2),              

).(],[

))(],([],[)(],[

SpCl

SpClpClUpCl









That is, )(],[)(],[ SpClUpCl   . We 

have )(],[)(],[ SpClUpCl   for any 

nonempty subset S of U. 

:)1()3(  Suppose U is not a minimal ],[   -

preclosed set. Than there exists a nonempty ],[   -

preclosed set  V such that UV   and UV  . Now, 

there exists an element a in U such that Va . That 
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is , 
,\)\(],[})({],[ VXVXpClapCl  

 as X\V is ],[   -preclosed in X. It follows that 

)(],[})({],[ UpClapCl   . This is a 

contradiction for 

)(],[})({],[ UpClapCl   for any 

.)}({ Ua  Therefore, U is a minimal ],[   -

preclosed set. 

Theorem 3.8. If V is a nonempty finite ],[   -

preclosed subset of a bioperation-topological 

space ),,,(  X , then there exists at least one 

(finite) minimal ],[   -preclosed set U such that 

.VU   

Proof.  If V is a minimal ],[   -preclosed set, we 

may set U=V. If V is not a minimal ],[   -preclosed 

set, then there exists a (finite) ],[   -preclosed set 

V1 such that .1 VV   If V1 is a minimal ],[   -

preclosed set, we may U=V1 . If V1 is not a minimal 

],[   -preclosed set, then there exists a (finite) 

],[   -preclosed set V2 such that .12 VV 

Continuing this process, we have a sequence of  

],[   -preclosed sets 

............321  kVVVVV  Since V is 

a finite set, this process repeats only finitely many 

times and finally we get a minimal  ],[   -preclosed 

set U=Vn for some positive integer n. 

 

Theorem 3.9. Let U and Uα be minimal ],[   -

preclosed subsets of a bioperation-topological space 

),,,(  X for any element  If 





UU , 

then there exists an element  such that 

.UU    

 

Proof. Let 





UU . Then UUU 


)(



. 

That is  





 UUU )( . Also by lemma3.4 (2), 

 UU   or 
UU   for any  . It follows 

that there exists an element   such that 

UU  .   

 

Theorem 3.10. Let U and Uα be minimal ],[   -

preclosed subsets of a bioperation-topological space 

),,,(  X for any   If 
UU   for any 

 , then 


 










UU  .    

Proof. Suppose that 


 










UU   . Then 

there exists an element   such that 

 UU   . By Lemma 3.4 (2), we have 

UU    , Which contradicts the fact 
UU   

for any   . Hence 



 










UU 
 .        

Theorem 3.11. Let A and B be any two subsets of 

a bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X  

.Then we have the following: 

(1) If A is maximal  ],[   -preopen set and 

B a ],[   -preopen set, then

XBA  or AB . 

(2) Let A and B are maximal ],[   -

preopen set, then XBA  or BA . 

Proof. (1). If XBA   , then there is nothing 

to prove. If XBA  , then BA is a ],[   -

preopen set such that BAA  . Then

ABA  . Hence AB  . 

(2). If XBA  , then BA is a ],[   -

preopen set such that A, BAB  , that is, 

ABA   and BBA  . Hence BA .   

Theorem 3.12. Let F be a maximal ],[   -

preopen subsets of a bioperation-topological space 

),,,(  X .If Fx , then FS  for some

],[   -preopen set S containing x.        

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5.   

Theorem 3.13. Let A,B and C be three ],[   -

preopen sets of a bioperation-topological space

),,,(  X such that BA . If CBA  , 

then either CA or CB  .          

Proof.  If CA  , then there is nothing to prove. 

If CA , then we have to prove B=C. 

Now )( XCBCB     

             ))(( BACB   (by Theorem 3.11 (2))   

             ))()(( BCACB       

             )()( CBACB     

             )()( BCBA   

             BCA  )(   
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            BBX   (Since A and C are maximal

],[   -preopen set  by Theorem 3.11 (2), 

XCA  ). 

That is , CBBCB  . Since B and C are 

maximal ],[   -preopen sets, we have CB   . 

Hence CB  .  

 

Theorem 3.14. Let ),,,(  X  be a bioperation-

topological space. If A,B and C are maximal ],[   -

preopen sets which are different from each other, then
)()( CABA   . 

Proof.  Let CABA    . Then 

)()()()( BCCABCBA    . That 

is, )()( BACBCA    . By Theorem 3.11 

(2),  BAXCA    . Hence 

CBXCBX    . Thus from the 

definition of maximal ],[   -preopen sets, we have 

CB   , which is a contradiction to the fact that A,B 

and C are different to each other. Therefore, 

)()( CABA    .      

 

Theorem 3.15. Let ),,,(  X  be a bioperation-

topological space. If F is a maximal  ],[   -preopen 

set and x be an element of F, then F= SS :{ is an

],[   -preopen set E such that }XSF  .  

 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6. 

 

Theorem 3.16. Let ),,,(  X  be a bioperation-

topological space. If F is proper nonempty cofinite 

],[   -preopen set, then there exists(cofinite)  

maximal ],[   -preopen set E such that EF   .  

 

Proof.  If F is a maximal ],[   -preopen set, we may 

set E=F. If F is not a maximal ],[   -preopen set, 

then there exists a (cofinite) ],[   -preopen set F1 

such that XFF  1
. If F1 is a maximal ],[   -

preopen set , we may set E=F1 . If F1 is not a maximal 

],[   -preopen set , then there exists a (cofinite) 

],[   -preopen set XF 2
such that 

)(21 XFFF  . Continuing this process, we 

have a sequence of ],[   -preopen sets such that 

.........21  kFFFF  Since F is a 

cofinite set, this process repeats only finitely many 

times and finally we get a maximal ],[   -preopen 

set FE  . 

Theorem 3.17. Let ),,,(  X  be a 

bioperation-topological space.Then we have the 

following: 

(1) Let A be a maximal ],[   -preopen set and 

AXx \ . Then BAX \  for any

],[   -preopen set B containing x. 

(2) Let A be a maximal ],[   -preopen set. 

Then either of the following (i) or (ii) holds: 

(i) For each AXx \ and 

each ],[   -preopen set B 

containing x, B=X. 

(ii) There exists a ],[   -

preopen set B such that 

BAX \  

(3) Let A be a maximal ],[   -preopen set. 

Then either of the following (i) or (ii) 

holds: 

(i) For each AXx \ and 

each ],[   -preopen set B 

containing x, BAX \ . 

(ii) There exists a ],[   -

preopen set B such that 

BAX \ . 

Proof.  (1). Since AXx \ , we have AB for 

any ],[   -preopen set B containing x. Then by 

Theorem 3.11 (1), BAXXBA  \ . 

(2). If (i) holds, we are done. Let (i) do not hold. 

Then there exists an element AXx \  and a 

],[   -preopen set B containing x such that 

XB . Then by Theorem 3.11 (1), 

XBA   or AB . But 

BAXXBAAB  \ . 

(3). If (ii) holds, we are done. Let (ii) do not hold. 

Then (by (i) ) for each AXx \ and each  ],[   -

preopen set B containing x , BAX \ . Hence by 

assumption BAX \ .  

 

Theorem 3.18. Let A be a maximal ],[   -preopen 

sets in a bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X . 

Then either XApCl  )(],[   or 

AApCl  )(],[   .          
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Proof.  Since A  is maximal ],[   -preopen set, 

only the following cases (i) and (ii) occur by 

Theorem 3.17 (3). 

(i) For each Xx  and AXx \ and 

each  ],[   -preopen set B containing 

x, we have, BAX \ : Let AXx \

and B be any ],[   -preopen set B 

containing x. Since BAX \ , we 

have AB  and hence 

)(],[\ ApClAX    . Since 

)(],[

)\(

ApClA

AXAX









).(],[

,)(],[

ApClX

XApCl







  

There exists a ],[   -preopen set B such that 

)(\ XBAX  : Since BAX \ , a ],[   -

preopen set, A is a ],[   -preclosed set 

)(],[ ApCl   . 

 

Theorem 3.19. Let A be a maximal ],[   -preopen 

sets in a bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X . 

Then either AXAXpInt \)\(],[   or 

  )\(],[ AXpInt  .      

 

Proof.  By Theorem 3.18, we have 

AApCl  )(],[   or XApCl  )(],[   . 

That is AXAXpInt \)\(],[   or 

  )\(],[ AXpInt  .             

 

Theorem 3.20. Let A be a maximal ],[   -preopen 

sets and B be a nonempty subset of X\A in a 

bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X . Then 

AXBpCl \)(],[   .     

 

Proof.  Since   BWAXB ,\ for any 

element AXx \ and any  ],[   -preopen set W 

containing x, by Theorem 3.17 (1). Thus, 

)(],[\ BpClAX    . Since AX \ is ],[  

-preclosed set and AXB \ , we have 

AXBpCl \)(],[   .            

 
Corollary 3.21. Let A be a maximal ],[   -preopen 

sets  in a bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X

and BA . Then XBpCl  )(],[   .   

Proof.  Since XBA  , there exist a 

nonempty subset F of  AX \  such that

FAB  . Hence we have,
 

3.18) Theorem(by )\(

)(],[)(],[

)(],[)(],[

XAXA

FpClApCl

FApClBpCl
















     

Theorem 3.22. Let A be a maximal ],[   -

preopen sets  in a bioperation-topological space

),,,(  X and let AX \  have at least two 

elements. Then XaXpCl  }){\(],[   for 

any element a of AX \  .    

Proof.  As }{\ aXA  ,we have, by Corollary 

3.21, XaXpCl  }){\(],[   .           

Theorem 3.23. Let A be a maximal ],[   -

preopen set and G be a proper subset of a 

bioperation-topological space ),,,(  X with

GA . Then AGpInt  )(],[   .    

Proof.  If AG  , then 

AApIntGpInt  )(],[)(],[  . If 

AG   , then we have GA  . Thus

)(],[ GpIntA    . Since A is maximal  

],[   -preopen , we also have 

AGpInt  )(],[   . Hence 

AGpInt  )(],[   . 
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